
 

 

Frozen Conquest by Randall Krzak 

An international criminal gang, known as Diablo Corps, plans a series of devastating attacks to take over 

the G7 countries unless their demands are met. Secure in their hidden headquarters in Antarctica, they 



possess the means to disrupt the leading world economies. The CEO wants what other power-hungry 

people want—more power. 

Will the G7 bend to the will of these rogues or will evil triumph? Diablo Corps believes their previous 

infiltration of the international banking system and world stock exchanges will allow them to risk all on a 

single gamble. 

The Scandinavian Protection Agency joins forces with Bedlam to thwart the efforts of the group and 

restore faith. Will Antarctica become a smoking ruin or will the world suffer an economic meltdown? 

 

Review by John Delaney, Author of A Dangerous Fossil:  When a mad megalomaniac threatens the world 

economies and tries to break up the Antarctic Ice cap from his secret Antarctic lair CC and the Bedlam 

team are once again sent out to save the day. The team , with help from the research ship Aquavit try to 

locate the position of the Diablo operations centre. A rip roaring adventure set on the frozen wastes at 

the bottom of the world. 
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Ultimate Escalation by Randall Krzak 

Punjabi militants seek to distance themselves from Indian and Pakistani dominance and interference. With 

the dissolution of British India in 1947, families were ripped apart as the Punjabi region was split between 

the two countries. Limited attacks within each country caused further persecution and heartache. 

The militants have no idea how to achieve their desires--until the appearance of Vladimir Aleksandrovich 

Nikolaev, a disgraced Spetsnaz colonel. He offers the militants a means to spark a conflict between the 

two nuclear powers. 

Russian subs sold on the black market and manned by Iranian and Russian sailors will surface off the coasts 

of the two countries and destroy Karachi and Mumbai. Propaganda machines will levy accusations against 

each country, leading to escalation of hostilities, pushing the countries to the brink of nuclear war. 

The Bedlam organization fields their three teams to counter the violence and seek to restore calm before 

it's too late. Will they be successful, or will South Asia become a smoking ruin? 



 

Review by Don S and TeamGolfwell:  5.0 out of 5 stars I enjoyed this book. 

I enjoyed reading “Ultimate Escalation" by Randall Krzak, who in my opinion, is a highly intelligent and 

fascinating writer and a retired U.S. Army veteran and senior civil servant, and that in my opinion, makes 

his books real, exciting, and adventuresome. I have been a fan of his books with great action stories for 

some time. 

The author writes professionally, clearly, and with great descriptions. I enjoy the way this thrilling author 

puts you right into the scene and exciting action. For example, here is a brief excerpt, 

“Three gunmen burst through the door and ran into the dining room, firing their weapons. 

One of the eight screamed as a bullet pierced his upper left side. He clutched his chest as he fell. 

The others with pistols returned fire, while another threw a knife, catching one of the attackers in the 

chest. 

Ajit grabbed Vladimir’s arm. “Come! We must flee. Hurry, before we are doomed.” 

“What about the others?” Vladimir shouted over the onslaught, crawling out of the room. 

“They can take care of themselves.” Ajit scampered through a small living area on all fours, forced open a 

reinforced outer door, and ran for the back wall, Vladimir and Mishka a step behind. 

Vladimir helped Ajit and Mishka climb, cutting himself on the shards of glass embedded along the top of 

the wall. Blood streaked down his hand as Vladimir pulled a PPS pistol from under his jacket. As he aimed 

at a gunman exiting the building, a blow struck his right shoulder.” 

I also liked the pace of this captivating story that is told at varying paces going from a comfortable pace 

to a faster pace as the action and drama unfold. 

In my view, this author also uses an economy of words and communicates the story very well as the 

intense drama unfolds. He also has a keen knowledge of military weaponry, submarines, and much more 

making the story highly realistic and exciting. 

The characters are distinct and credible, and the dialogue is exceptionally well written in this electrifying 

story. I also felt the author was also very clever in designing the plot which made me think of what Winston 

Churchill once said, “Writing a book is an adventure. To begin with it is a toy and an amusement. Then it 

becomes a mistress, then it becomes a master, then it becomes a tyrant. The last phase is that just as you 

are about to be reconciled to your servitude, you kill the monster and fling him to the public.” 

Overall, in my view, this high-action story was exceptionally entertaining with unexpected events, twists 

and turns, bravery, cunning, and much more all leading to a thrilling ending. 



After reading the book, it made me reflect and wonder what the future holds in view of human nature 

and how people react as world tension increases with the Ukraine War, missiles in North Korea, and other 

major issues, and how other countries respond. 

Finally, I liked the way the author gave at the end of the book, the cast of the characters, his 

autobiography, a list of his other books, and more which adds a lot to the enjoyment of this interesting 

book. 

It was my pleasure to receive a free copy of this extraordinary book but that does not in any way affect 

my opinions in this review." 

Review by Christmas Angel: 5.0 out of 5 stars War or Peace. 

Exciting, pulse- pounding scenes which drop you right into the mayhem. Sterling characters whom anyone 

would want to have their backs. A creative and superbly crafted novel as each chapter brings you closer 

to the edge. Highly Recommended. 
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Mission: Angola by Randall Krzak 

Xavier Sear Thriller Book 1. 

Joao and Catarina Regaleria’s twentieth wedding anniversary celebration was fast approaching when a 

contact from the past reaches out for his assistance. 

Colonel Theodore Mwanga, a former enemy commander during the Angolan war and now an important 

politician, requests Joao’s help. The colonel’s adult son, Peter, was kidnapped while working as a doctor 

for the Christian Aid Mission in the Democratic Republic of Congo. 

Reluctant to get involved, Joao contacts Xavier Sear, a former CIA operative. They became friends when 

Joao served as a member of the United Nations Peace-Keeping Forces in Angola and Sear was an observer. 

After Catarina’s persuasive intervention, Joao and Sear head to the DRC to rescue Peter. 

Treachery abounds at each step of the way. Will they be successful or will the situation deteriorate even 

further as various players follow their own agendas? 
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Colombian Betrayal by Randall Krzak 

Book 1 of 2: A Bruce and Smith Thriller. 

Colombian Betrayal tears the cover off the drug trade and exposes the death, and violence behind the 

twisted connections between governments, revolutionaries, terrorists, and drug lords. 

Watch as an unholy alliance is formed when the profits of a Columbian drug lord Olivia Moreno, begin 

disappearing and deadly new international competitors appear on the horizon. Moreno, head of the 

Barranquilla Cartel, strikes a deal with the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC). 

Little does she know she is signing her own death warrant! FARC has a group wanting a foothold in South 

America—the Islamic State, and she is in the way. On the run, Moreno is captured by a CIA team. She 

spins a tale to use her money and manpower to destroy ISIS in an effort to save herself. Laws and rules of 

engagement are meaningless to Moreno, her life and her family are her only concern. 

Will the CIA leader fall for her offer? Will team leader AJ Bruce strike a deal to turn the tables on Islamic 

State? Can she stop them from launching an attack on the United States? Or will she be too late? Is it 

worth trading control of Afghanistan’s poppy fields with Moreno as a reward for her cooperation? Or is 

Bruce playing her in an attempt to double-cross her and kill two birds with one stone? 



 

Review by Preston Holtry, author of The Arrius Trilogy: Columbian Betrayal is a fast-paced, action thriller 

artfully crafted to keep you guessing what's going to happen next. Sometimes it's hard to separate the 

good guys from the bad, and that's what keeps you turning the pages. The action scenes are realistic, the 

plot is layered, and the characters are compelling. This will be the first book in the author's series, and 

already I'm waiting for the next one.  
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Revenge by Randall Krzak 

Book 2 of 2: A Bruce and Smith Thriller. 

Relegated to a desk job at the Pentagon despite his last field mission being a success, Colonel Javier Smith 

submits his retirement papers. He moves forward with his plans to create a security and investigative 

agency called the Brusch Agency. The focus will be aiding international clientele. 

AJ Bruce, who co-led the mission with Smith, finds herself rooted at CIA Headquarters. Although now in 

charge of the division responsible for tracking terrorist groups in Latin America, she misses the action from 

being in the field. 

Meanwhile, Alberto Cabrera was one of four terrorists who survived Bruce and Smith’s mission. Also 

known as Abdul Rahman, he enlists the assistance of the others who escaped and vows to track down 

those who killed his friends and comrades. 

As Javier and AJ grow closer together, will the future hold wedding bells or funerals? Hang onto your hats 

as the story unfolds. 
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Carnage In Singapore by Randall Krzak 

Terrorist groups such as Abu Sayyaf and Jemaah Islamiyah have flourished in recent years with new 

recruits joining them and ISIS-affiliates at an alarming rate.  

Blended operations by various Asian countries have forced the groups to work together to identify a new 

operational base. They seek an island nation to call home, one where they can plot against countries who 

oppose their ideals. They found a target, a small nation-state, perfect for their needs: The Republic of 

Singapore. Before anyone can respond, the ambassadors of the United States, Great Britain, and Australia 

are kidnapped from their residences in Singapore.  

Right index fingers of each victim are sent as a warning. Any attempt to recover the ambassadors will 

result in the removal of additional body parts. Bedlam Charlie team leader, Evelyn Evinrude, leads the 

group to rescue the ambassadors and capture the local leaders of Abu Sayyaf and Jemaah Islamiyah. 

Can Bedlam succeed or will events escalate, resulting in more deaths? 
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Dangerous Alliance by Randall Krzak 

United Nations’ sanctions are crippling North Korea. China has turned her back on her malevolent partner. 

The North Korean military machine is crumbling, unable to function. Oil reserves are minimal and the 

government seeks new alliances. 

Cargo and tourist ships are disappearing along the Somali and Kenyan coastline at an alarming rate. 

Speeches abound, but inaction emboldens Al-Shabab to seek their next prize: Kenya. The terror 

organization controls land but requires weapons. 

Bedlam Bravo team leader Colonel Trevor Franklin (Ret.) leads the small international team into East 

Africa. Tempers flare as the team is embroiled in a political quagmire. The axis must be stopped to avert 

an international crisis but at what cost? 

 



Review by Russell F. Moran, award-winning, best-selling novelist, author of The Gray Ship: "Like a 

gourmet chef, the author keeps a bunch of pots on the stove, cooking them up to a wonderful feast at the 

end, when all the sub-plots come together in a terrific ending. A true thriller." 

Review by M.D. Neu, author of The Calling and The Reunion: "Author Randall Krzak masterfully takes 

characters and settings most people are not familiar with and creates a rich story with sympathetic 

characters and lush backgrounds. These are not places most people would tread, so it's nice to learn about 

them through the eyes of a man who has personal knowledge of them.  Randall's amazing mix of intrigue 

and suspense will keep you turning page after page." 

"I liked Dangerous Alliance by Randall Krzak, from the first sentence of this book which reads: "In the 

moonless night, the target floated in the harbor's dark water, anchored fore and aft. A faint hiss broke the 

silence as climbing ropes and grappling hooks sailed into the air from Plummet NS50 Silent Launchers. 

Within moments, a sharp tug secured each hook to a quarter deck railing on the cruise ship, two each on 

the port side, the starboard, and from the stern." 

Review by TeamGolfwellcom: Needless to say, I was hooked. This brilliant author not only captures you 

with strong dramatic action brimming with suspense but also excellently and creatively weaves this 

intriguing story to keep you guessing and wondering what is going to happen next. His previous book, The 

Kurdish Connection was amazing, and I was even more impressed with the mind of this writer after 

reading Dangerous Alliance. Highly Recommended!" 
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The Kurdish Connection by Randall Krzak 

KURDISH SCAVENGERS UNCOVER A CACHE OF NERVE GAS IN IRAQ AND OFFER THEM TO KURDISH 

FIGHTERS IN TURKEY. THE SPECIAL OPERATIONS BEDLAM ALPHA TEAM MUST SECURE THE WEAPONS 

BEFORE THEY CAN BE USED. 

“You must swear by Allah never to say a word of what I’m going to tell you. This is the most important 

secret. Ever!” 

In their daily struggle for survival, Iraqi Kurdish scavengers uncover a cache of chemical weapons. They 

offer the weapons to fellow Kurdish rebels in Turkey and Syria to assist in their quest to free an imprisoned 

leader and create a unified homeland. After receiving a tip from an unlikely source, the newly formed 

Special Operations Bedlam team is called to arms! 

Travel with Craig Cameron and his international team on their covert operation as they weave their way 

through war-torn regions seeking to locate and recover the weapons before they can be used to cause 

irreparable harm and instigate a world crisis. 

The odds are stacked against them. Can they manage to keep their operation hidden and prevent further 

clashes before it’s too late? 



 

“The Kurdish Connection—a compelling read. A story of friendship, danger and intrigue.”—Ann Everett, 

Amazon Best Selling Author. 

“... Randall's authentic voice adds a powerful push to keep a reader turning the pages.” —Janet Taylor-

Perry, author of The Raiford Chronicles, The Legend of Draconis Saga, and April Chastain Intrigues. 

“Topical - Engaging - Intriguing – Powerful ... A real page turner.”—Rikon Gaites, author of Mummy's Little 

Soldier and Darius Odenkirk. 

“... Randall Krzak brings his wealth of experience living in this troubled part of the world and his military 

knowledge to bear in this exciting story...”—John L. DeBoer, author of When the Reaper Comes. 

"... a journey full of history, suspense, intrigue, and action...a MUST READ for all!”—Les Stahl, Retired NSA 

Executive. 

“... Readers need to fasten their seatbelts for a fast-paced tale made believable by a writer who knows 

what he’s writing about.”—Preston Holtry, author of the Morgan Westphal mystery series and the Arrius 

trilogy (forthcoming). 

“A behind the scenes story, ripped from today’s headlines deepening the reader’s understanding of an 

ancient strife ... filled with the sights and smells of the market place and secret meetings, the reader is 

admitted to the secret heart, the desperate longings of those that must fight and win, or see continued 

subjugation by their masters...”—Oliver F. Chase, author of Camelot Games, Levant Mirage, Blind Marsh, 

and Marsh Island. 
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